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ABSTRACT

We present a nonlinear acceleration algorithm for the transport criticality problem. The
algorithm combines the well-known nonlinear diffusion acceleration (NDA) with a recently
developed, Newton-based, nonlinear criticality acceleration (NCA) algorithm. The algorithm
first employs the NDA to reduce the system to scalar flux, then the NCA is applied to the
resulting drift-diffusion system. We apply a nonlinear elimination technique to eliminate the
eigenvalue from the Jacobian matrix. Numerical results show that the algorithm reduces
the CPU time a factor of 400 in a very diffusive system, and a factor of 5 in a non-diffusive
system.

Key Words: nonlinear acceleration, Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov, nonlinear elimination,
criticality problems

1. INTRODUCTION

The dominant eigenvalue (keff)-eigenvector pair of a criticality problem is often computed by
traditional iterative methods such as the (inverse) power method. However, the power method
suffers from a slow convergence rate when the dominance ratio, ρ = k2

k1
with k1 = keff , of

the problem is close to one. There have been several algorithm developments for accelerating
the convergence rate. Most commonly applied methods are Wielandt shift [1] and Chebyshev
acceleration [2]. The Wielandt shift method treats a fraction of the fission source implicitly,
which effectively reduces the dominance ratio to ρ̃ = k2−ks

keff−ks
. On the other hand, the Chebyshev

acceleration method constructs an optimal polynomial using previous iterates to extrapolate the
eigenvalue-eigenvector pair.

There are several new efforts found in the literature for accelerating the convergence of criticality
problems. One approach is to apply a Krylov based iterative method, such as the implicitly
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restarted Arnoldi method (IRAM) [3]. The other is to cast the eigenvalue problem as a nonlinear-
PDE constraint problem [4–6].

We present a new efficient approach to solve the criticality transport problem. The algorithm is
based on the combination of two nonlinear acceleration schemes; nonlinear diffusion acceleration
(NDA) [7, 8] and nonlinear criticality acceleration (NCA) [5, 6]. We compare the methodology
with two other transport criticality algorithms.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS

2.1 Background: Transport Criticality Problems and Power Methods

For simplicity, we consider a 1D-slab, 1-group form of the neutron transport equation. Consider
the transport equation,

µ
∂ψ(µ, x)
∂x

+ Σtψ(µ, x) =
1
2

(
Σsφ(x) +

νΣf

keff
φ

)
, (1)

as the governing equation. We refer to this as the high-order (HO) problem. We can write Eq.
(1) using operator notation,

Lψ =
(
S +

1
keff

F
)
φ, (2)

where L,S and F denote transport, scattering and fission operators. Often Eq. (2) is solved
with the power iteration (PI). In this study, we consider discrete ordinates (SN ) as the angular
discretization. In the case of SN , (scattering) source iterations (SI) and PI can be combined.
This produces the following simple inner-outer iterative method:

Algorithm 1: Standard power iterations: PI
initialize k0

eff ,φ0 ;
for m = 1,M do

set Φ0 = φm−1;
for n = 1, N do

ψn = L−1

(
SΦn−1 + 1

km−1
eff

FΦ0

)
;

Φn =
∫
dµ ψn;

end
φm = ΦN ;

kmeff = km−1
eff

R
dV νΣfφ

mR
dV νΣfφm−1 ;

if km
eff−k

m−1
eff

km−1
eff

< η then

break;
end

end

In Algorithm 1, the outer m−loop is PI loop, while inner n−loop is SI loop. The convergence
rate of this iterative approach (Algorithm 1) is determined by two factors; the scattering ratio
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and dominance ratio. The scattering source term, Σsφ, may converge slowly when the scattering
ratio of the problem is large. Secondly, the problem with dominance ratio close to unity is slow to
converge with the power method. For realistic reactor physics problems, both the scattering ratio
and dominance ratio can be close to one, and the method suffers from very slow convergence. Our
goal is to reduce both scattering source and fission source iterations via nonlinear acceleration
methods.

2.2 Accelerating Scattering Source via NDA

To remedy slow convergence in the scattering source, we apply NDA, or commonly known as
Coarse-Mesh Finite Difference (CMFD) to the HO problem [7, 8]. The NDA method integrates
Eq.(1) over the angle, µ, to arrive at the following low-order equation:

dJ

dx
+ (Σt − Σs)φ =

νΣf

keff
φ. (3)

We define the current, J , as,

J ≡
∫ +1

−1
dµ µψ(x, µ). (4)

To define a low order (LO) problem, we use the following current closure,

J = − 1
3Σt

dφ

dx
+ D̂φ. (5)

We then obtain the following LO equation by substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (3),

d

dx

[
− 1

3Σt

dφ

dx
+ D̂φ

]
+ (Σt − Σs)φ =

νΣf

keff
φ, (6)

or in the operator notation,

Dφ =
1
keff

Fφ, (7)

where D ≡
∫
dµ(L − S) denotes the drift-diffusion operator. With a proper definition of D̂ [7],

the LO equation (7) has exactly the same scalar flux (hence keff) as Eq. (2). Then, we can use
the LO equation for

• implicit treatment of scattering operator S and

• reducing the dimensionality (space-angle-energy to space-energy) of the power iterations.
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Algorithm 2: NDA accelerated power iterations: NDA-PI(M)

initialize k0
eff ,φ0 ;

for n = 1, N do

ψn = L−1

(
S + 1

kn−1
eff

F
)
φn−1;

D̂n =
R
dµµψn+ 1

3Σt

dφn

dx

φn ;
for m = 1,M do

Φm = D−1
(

1
keff
FΦm−1

)
, with D = d

dx

[
− 1

3Σt

d
dx + D̂n

]
+ (Σt − Σs);

Km
eff = Km−1

eff

R
dV νΣfΦmR
dV νΣfΦm−1 ;

if Km
eff−K

m−1
eff

Km−1
eff

< η1 then

kneff = Km
eff ;

φn = Φm break;
end

end

if kn
eff−k

n−1
eff

kn−1
eff

< η2 then

break;
end

end

The Algorithm 2 consists of combination of inner LO eigenvalue problem (m−loop) and outer
transport sweeps (n−loop). The transport sweep is performed to obtain an intermediate drift-
velocity term (D̂), while the inner iterations solve the eigenvalue problem with given D̂ via PI.
Given an accurate solution of the inner LO eigenvalue problem, the number of transport sweeps
in the Algorithm 2 becomes only a function of scattering ratio. It has shown in [7] that the
tightly converged LO solution is critical to minimize the number of transport sweeps. However,
for a large dominance ratio problem, a convergence inner PI may become prohibitively slow.
Then the number of transport sweep will not be independent of the dominance ratio. Note
that Algorithm 2 is similar to [7], where the drift term, D̂, is linearized at the previous iterate.
There is merit in removing the Picard iteration and using the Newton iteration [8]. However,
in many criticality problems, the dominance ratio may be higher than the scattering ratio and
the Picard iteration is sufficient.

2.3 Full Nonlinear Algorithm for Transport Criticality Problems

With consistent HO and LO equations at hand, we can solve the inner iterations of NDA-PI
algorithm more efficiently by replacing the power iterations with Newton based JFNK approach.
In this regard, we cast the LO equation as the following PDE constraint equation:

Fφ(φ, keff) =
d

dx

[
− 1

3Σt

dφ

dx
+ D̂φ

]
+ (Σt − Σs)φ−

νΣf

keff
φ = 0, (8)

Fkeff (φ, keff) = keff −
∫
dx νΣfφ = 0. (9)

Eq. (8-9) can be solved with the Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK) method.
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Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov method We solve the coupled Eqs. (8)-(9) using the JFNK
method [10]. JFNK is a synergistic combination of Newton and Krylov methods. Newton’s
method iteratively solves the nonlinear system,

F (U) = 0. (10)

The first-order Taylor expansion of Eq. (10) about a kth iterate is

F (U) ≈ F (Uk) +
∂F

∂Uk
(U−Uk). (11)

We define the ijth element of the Jacobian matrix as

Ji,j ≡
∂Fi
∂Uj

. (12)

Then we solve the linear system of the form,

JkδUk = −F (Uk), (13)

at each Newton iteration, where δUk = Uk+1 −Uk. For increased problem complexities, the
explicit form of the Jacobian matrix soon becomes difficult or impossible to form. To remedy
this difficulty, we take an advantage of the fact that Krylov methods require only the matrix-
vector product, not the matrix itself. A JFNK method approximates the matrix vector product,
Jv by,

Jv ≈ F (U + εv)− F (U)
ε

. (14)

The matrix-vector product can be approximated with the finite difference form and only requires
nonlinear residual functions.

Preconditioning Preconditioning is a key to efficiently solve a linear system iteratively. In
JFNK, we use the right-preconditioned system,

JM−1MδU = −F (U), (15)

where M and M−1 symbolize the preconditioning operator and preconditioning process. The
corresponding matrix-vector product can be approximated by,

JM−1v ≈ F (U + εM−1v)− F (U)
ε

. (16)

Thus, the preconditioned system requires an extra step to perform M−1v. Efficient operator-
splitting and/or semi-implicit methods are often utilized for the preconditioning step [11–15].

2.3.1 Nonlinear elimination of eigenvalue (keff)

With Newton-based linearization, the coupled nonlinear system, Eq. (8) and (9), can be ex-
pressed by the following matrix form,[

Jφ,φ Jφ,keff
Jkeff ,φ Jkeff ,keff

] [
δφ
δkeff

]
= −

[
Fφ(φ, keff)
Fkeff (ψ, keff)

]
, (17)
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where,

Jφ,φ = − d

dx

(
1

3Σt

d

dx

)
+

d

dx
D̂(ψ∗) + (Σt − Σs)−

ν

keff
Σf , (18)

Jkeff ,keff = 1. (19)

Note that Jkeff ,keff = 1 makes the inversion trivial. Therefore, we can reduce the system (17) via
block Gaussian elimination. We refer to this technique as “nonlinear elimination” [16, 17]. Using
the nonlinear elimination technique, we eliminate keff from Eq. (17) and obtain the following:(

Jφ,φ − Jkeff ,φJ−1
keff ,keff

Jkeff ,φ
)
δφ = −Fφ(φ, keff) + Jφ,keff J−1

keff ,keff
Fkeff (φ, keff), (20)

J̃φ,φδφ = −F̃φ(φ). (21)

Each GMRES iteration requires the matrix vector product (i.e., J̃φ,φv). The matrix vector
product is approximated by the following two steps;

1. Evaluate k∗eff from φ using Eq. (9).

2. Evaluate nonlinear residual function, Eq. (8), with k∗eff .

Finally, the new algorithm (Algorithm 3) follows,

Algorithm 3: HO-LO nonlinear criticality search: NDA-JFNK
initialize k0

eff ,φ0 ;
for n = 1, N do

ψ∗ = L−1

(
Sφn−1 + 1

kn−1
eff

Fφn−1

)
;

compute D̂∗ =
R
dµµψ∗+ 1

3Σt

dφ∗
dx

φ∗ ;

solve J̃φ,φδφn−1 = −F̃φ(φn−1) with JFNK (and fixed D̂ = D̂∗);
set φn = φn−1 + d× δφn−1;
if ||F (φn)||2 < γ then

break;
end

end

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present a performance comparison among different transport criticality algo-
rithms. To compare the efficiency of the developed algorithm, we report the number of transport
sweeps and CPU time required for both the inner and outer iterations. There are two examples
given below. Here we summarize the difference among all the algorithms.

• PI (Algorithm 1): This algorithm consists of the inner source iteration and outer power
iteration. A transport sweep is performed at every inner iteration. The number of source
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iterations are adaptively changed with the following convergence criteria: ||φ
m−φm−1

φm−1 || <

0.1||k
n
eff−k

n−1
eff

kn−1
eff

|| or maximum of 50 iterations.

• NDA-PI(0) (Algorithm 2): This algorithm requires a transport sweep per power iteration.
The inner iteration loop solves the drift-diffusion equation with a fixed-source. We use
this algorithm to highlight importance of convergence in the inner LO problem.

• NDA-PI (Algorithm 2): This algorithm requires a transport sweep per outer iteration.
The inner iteration loop solves the eigenvalue problem with a fixed drift velocity (D̂∗)
using standard power iterations.

• JFNK-NDA (Algorithm 3): This algorithm requires a transport sweep per outer iteration.
The first 5 iterations are the same as Algorithm 2 with one inner iterations. This initial-
ization step provides that a good initial guess for the subsequent Newton iterations. After
initialization, each outer iteration corresponds to one Newton step. Note that this initial-
ization step does not guarantee solution to converge to the dominant eigenvalue. However
we have not yet encountered the problem where this approach fails.

3.1 LRA-BWR Problem

The first example problem is the LRA-BWR problem [18]. This two-group two-dimensional
problems represents simplified 1/4 BWR core. We solve this problem with SN step-characteristic
[19] spatial differencing on 165 × 165 mesh. Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) show the fast and thermal flux
profiles of the problem and Fig. 1(c) shows keff convergence comparison between PI and NDA-
JFNK with S16. Fig. 1(c) clearly exhibits the advantage of NDA-JFNK over NDA-PI(0).

Table I, II and III show performance comparisons between PI, NDA-PI(0), NDA-PI and NDA-
JFNK. The second column in the tables shows the number of transport sweeps, which is roughly
proportional to the outer CPU time (i.e., the fourth column). The third column in the tables
represents a cost of solving the LO eigenvalue problem. The reference keff values were obtained
via Wynn-epsilon (W-e) convergence acceleration [20]. In this diffusive problem, convergence of
the scattering source with NDA is a key for efficiency. Compared to the standard PI, employment
of NDA can reduce the CPU time by a factor of 14-400. NDA-JFNK further reduces the CPU
time by a factor of more than 10 compared to NDA-PI(0) and 4-5 compared to the NDA-PI in
all cases. Though it is clear that reducing the number of transport sweep via NDA is critical
to decreasing the CPU time, reducing the number of inner iteration via NCA can also be very
effective.

Tran. Sweep CPU inner (s) CPU outer (s) CPU total (s) keff

PI 6605 – – 1178.4 0.9988219
NDA-PI(0) 195 24.9 34.5 82.65 0.9988257
NDA-PI 20 22.0 3.5 46.9 0.9988257

NDA-JFNK 12 4.7 2.0 8.3 0.9988329

Table I: S6 comparison of LRA-BWR problem, reference keff = 0.9988327
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Figure 1: Flux profiles and convergence plot in LRA-BWR transport problem.

3.2 C5G7MOX Benchmark Problem

The second example is 2D-C5G7MOX benchmark problem[21]. The problem consists of 7-group
with 4 up-scattering groups. The total number of unknowns in this problem is 892143 (i.e.
7×7 spatial mesh/fuel pin). This problem has a relatively small dominance ratio, therefore, the
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Tran. Sweep CPU inner (s) CPU outer (s) CPU total (s) keff

PI 6645 – – 2887.6 0.9989047
NDA-PI(0) 196 25.0 78.8 132.7 0.9989083
NDA-PI 20 22.6 8.0 52.8 0.9989083

NDA-JFNK 11 4.6 4.4 10.7 0.9989156

Table II: S10 comparison of LRA-BWR problem, reference keff = 0.9989153

Tran. Sweep CPU inner (s) CPU outer (s) CPU total (s) keff

PI 6620 – – 6808.7 0.9989517
NDA-PI(0) 198 25.2 198.0 248.2 0.9989556
NDA-PI 20 22.1 20.0 63.4 0.9989555

NDA-JFNK 11 4.5 11.0 17.3 0.9989629

Table III: S16 comparison of LRA-BWR problem, reference keff = 0.9989626

standard power iteration converges quickly. However, due to the detailed feature of the problem
specification, the number of unknowns becomes large, and it is computationally demanding.
Fig. 2(a) shows the layout of the fuel assemblies, while Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) depicts the fast and
thermal flux profiles.

(a) material layout (b) fast flux (c) thermal flux

Figure 2: material layout and fast and thermal flux profiles of C5G7MOX benchmark
problem

Table IV,V and VI compares the computational performance between NDA-PI(0), NDA-PI and
NDA-JFNK. Due to the small dominance ratio and scattering ratio of the problem, the NDA-
PI(0) only requires 39 iterations to converge. Yet for the large angular quadrature set (e.g.,
S16), NDA-JFNK can significantly reduce the amount of CPU time.

Due to the small scattering ratio (and spectral radius) of the problem, only 4 transport sweeps
were needed in NDA-PI, and because of the initialization step of JFNK-NDA, the number of
transport sweeps required for JFNK-NDA is larger than that of NDA-PI. However, NDA-JFNK
was able to reduce the CPU time of inner iteration substantially (about a factor of 4), and
consequently reduce the overall CPU time.
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Tran. Sweep CPU inner(s) CPU outer (s) CPU total (s) keff

NDA-PI(0) 39 222.2 148.2 472.7 1.18536719
NDA-PI 4 220.4 15.2 326.4 1.18537172

NDA-JFNK 6 58.5 22.8 108.5 1.18537448

Table IV: S6 comparison of C5G7MOX benchmark problem, reference keff = 1.18537429

Tran. Sweep CPU inner(s) CPU outer (s) CPU total (s) keff

NDA-PI(0) 39 225.8 351.0 682.0 1.18590661
NDA-PI 4 243.3 36.0 371.8 1.18591095

NDA-JFNK 7 63.5 63.0 156.0 1.18591364

Table V: S10 comparison of C5G7MOX benchmark problem, reference keff = 1.18591363

Tran. Sweep CPU inner(s) CPU outer (s) CPU total (s) keff

NDA-PI(0) 39 222.3 834.6 1158.7 1.18649353
NDA-PI 4 236.6 85.6 400.8 1.18649578

NDA-JFNK 6 57.7 128.4 214.0 1.18650041

Table VI: S16 comparison of C5G7MOX benchmark problem, reference keff = 1.18650054

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the nonlinear acceleration algorithms for the transport criticality problems.
We combined the two nonlinear acceleration algorithms previously presented [5–8]. The com-
parison among the different algorithms shows that NDA is very effective to reduce the required
number of transport sweeps, while the HO-LO nonlinear acceleration algorithm can further re-
duce the CPU time by accelerating inner iterations (i.e., eigenvalue solver for the drift-diffusion
equations). Consequently, NDA-JFNK reduces the CPU time by a factor of 400 in very diffusive
problems compared to the standard power-source iteration.
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